INCREASE FORESTRY RETURNS WITH STOCK WEIGHT GAINS.

MAKU LOTUS
Shade tolerant Maku Lotus is ideal for agroforestry situations, providing a high yield foraging crop for cattle and sheep.

MAKU IMPROVES
LIVE WEIGHT GAINS
Sheep feeding trials indicate that live weight gains from Maku are superior to ryegrass, red clover, and lucerne. (DSIR—Grasslands Division).

MAKU FIXES NITROGEN
MAKU IS NON-BLOATING

MAKU STABILISES SLOPES
Ideal for stabilising banks and useful for erosion control.

MAKU GROWS
IN POOR SOIL TYPES
Maku can be grown on acid, wet and infertile soils including tussock grassland, pakihi soils and wet hill country. It is also grass grub resistant.

Improving the returns from your agroforestry can be as simple as sowing Maku Lotus forage legume . . .

STOCK UP ON THE ADVANTAGES

Available from
HODDER & TOLLEY Ltd.
and Approved Grain & Seed Merchants
The Growing Force to the man on the land
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